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This thesis is strongly inspired by literature on animal social learning, applying it
to multi-robot as well as human-robot interaction scenarios, Social learning, which can
include complex or simple social mechanisms, allow us to understand cooperation and
communication in animals, giving them better chances to survive for longer and thrive as
a society. For this dissertation, to translate this understanding into socially rich behavior
among multi-agent robots and Human-Robot Interaction, two experiments were conducted.
The first experiment focused on how social learning might optimize cooperation among
robots (in a robot ’society’) for the problem of foraging. The task utilizes small and simple
swarm robots to understand how such social mechanisms might play a role in establish-
ing rules for emergent group behavior and how social rules might be engineered to gain
useful effects in a group of robots. The study investigated exploratory behavior without
interaction (asocial) and with interaction (social). The results from this exploratory study
suggest that deterministic asocial exploration is best performed by a Spiral exploration
mechanisms. However, these asocial exploration strategies are eclipsed by certain types of
social reward sharing strategies as long as sharing occurs for at least half the lifetime of
the robots. Sharing locations of reward caches for all time is of course the most optimal,
but comes at the cost of communicating longer and hence using more energy both on the
sender and receiver’s end. An analysis of a compromise strategy between completely asocial
exploration and social reward location sharing is performed using strategies termed critical
and conditional learning. It is found that the number of reward caches located through
critical and conditional learning are intermediary to the two extremes, namely completely
asocial and completely social foraging.
The second experiment sought to understand if and how other types of social learning
mechanisms such as observational conditioning can facilitate social information spread to
human participants. The question of whether, and to what extent, a robot can influence a
human’s actions is asked through a study designed to understand if emotions displayed by
a robot demonstrators can influence human observers. An immersive first-person gaming
experience utilizing Unity was designed where a robot demonstrator reacted either posi-
tively or negatively to an external stimulus. Objective (position of player in-game) and
subjective (Questionnaire) data collected on the human participants’ reactions suggests
that the virtual robot agent is successful in socially transmitting information.
Through these studies, I seek to contribute to the understanding of the role simple social
learning mechanisms can play in information transfer among human and robot agents, and
to identify useful metrics for the detection of such social mechanisms.
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It is not knowledge, but the act
of learning, not possession but
the act of getting there, which
grants the greatest enjoyment.
Carl Friedrich Gauss, Letter to
Farkas Bolyai (2 September
1808)
The spread of social information and the concept of learning from others, either through
demonstration or some other means, has been the subject of study in several research
fields for a variety of reasons. The most important advantages of social learning include
adaptability through learning from others, which enables a variety of humans and other
animals to increase their chances of survival and for them to thrive.
In a similar fashion, earlier work in robotics has argued that robots capable of learning
from either humans or other robots can utilize information obtained elsewhere for their
own benefits, and can therefore allow them to be robust to changes in the environment [1].
Social information might come from other robots or humans, and for robots to be effective,
social information from both other robots and from humans needs to be extracted.
1
1.1 Problem Definition
Several mechanisms have been identified as playing a major role in everyday life. Some
of these are cognitively more complex and require greater cognitive capacity. Examples of
such social transmission mechanisms include various forms of imitation. Other forms of
social transmission might involve methodologies as simple as redirection of attention, such
as Local Enhancement.
While we have discussed the potential benefits of social learning among robots or be-
tween robots and humans, in nature social learning is not always beneficial [37]. Infor-
mation that is passed between agents might be outdated if the environment has changed.
Further, the forms of social learning utilized among biological species may not be suitable
for information propagation among robots. There is, therefore, a need to further investi-
gate whether such forms of social learning might actually benefit robots and under what
conditions these benefits apply.
Within the forms of social learning, a wide range of social transmission mechanisms
might be possible, ranging from imitation on one end of the complexity spectrum to local
enhancement as the simplest on the other end, with many others in between. While imita-
tion happens to be the most studied form of social learning in Robotics (an excellent review
on what is termed “Learning/Programming from Demonstration”, or just “imitation” is
found in [61]), challenges based on cognition and perception of an agent, and defining how
close an action is to what has been observed remains an unresolved challenge. A bigger
problem seems to be the fact that despite how humanoid a robot might be, it still does
not have the same affordances that a human might, neither does it have the exact same
embodiment, which means the agent needs to map the actions it observes on to its own
embodiment. This can be summarized as the correspondence problem [54], and remains
an active area of research.
This study, therefore, seeks to avoid the complexity of imitation and explore metrics
of observation-based learning between multiple robotic agents, and between robots and
humans that are simpler (than imitation) in nature.
1.2 Objectives and Contributions
The work incorporated in this thesis draws inspiration from and seeks to replicate certain
experiments based on behavioral sciences with two broad objectives in mind: establishing a
proof of concept of simple forms of social transmission taking place between a robot and (a)
2
Figure 1.1: A summary of experiments conducted during the dissertation, with contri-
butions and types of social transmission used. SE - Stimulus Enhancement, LE - Local
Enhancement, OC - Observational Conditioning, RF - Response Facilitation.
another robot, in which case this becomes relevant to Multi-agent Robotics, or (b) another
human, in which case Human-Robot Interaction takes place. A flowchart that describes
the methodology that this thesis follows is portrayed in Figure 1.1. Here, SE stands for
Stimulus Enhancement, LE - Local Enhancement, OC - Observational Conditioning, and
RF - Response Facilitation. It is to be noted that Multi-agent robotic interaction as
specified in the blue branch was performed through Experiment 1, which is explained in
Chapter 3 and transmission of social information between a robot and human participant
shown in the green branch (Human-Robot Interaction) happens in Experiment 2 which is
explained in Chapter 4.
Certain specific types of social mechanisms of information transfer have been utilized
to perform Multi-robot interaction for both experiments. Local enhancement has been
chosen as the subject of the first study because it is one of the simplest forms of social
learning that is found in animals [70], the idea being that some of the simplest forms of
social learning may enhance the capabilities of robot learning, and make learning com-
putationally cheaper than the complex deep learning algorithms for imitation proposed
3
elsewhere ([77][23][45]). Further more, it is difficult to find cross-disciplinary studies across
robotics and psychology that focus on the subtler, less known, but also computationally
cheaper forms of social learning. Thus, we focus on simpler algorithmic complexity for a
minimal real time computation scheme.
For robots to influence human decision making and experience, clues can be taken from
experiments performed in behavioral sciences. The inspiration for Experiment 2 comes from
humans interacting with animals, other (less experienced) humans and social information
transfer across species. For such processes to take place, the most likely candidates of
social transmission mechanisms are Stimulus Enhancement, Observational Conditioning
and a few others. All these are defined and examples of their use, along with explanations
of their relevance to the current experiment are explained in Chapters 2 and 4.
1.3 Overview of Thesis
The thesis is divided into four further chapters (making for a total of five, including this
chapter). A literature review that touches on topics that are utilized for the two experi-
ments is performed in Chapter 2. This chapter goes over concepts from topics such as social
learning among animal/primate species, between different animal species and humans and
among humans, along with previous work utilizing social learning in robotics. In Chapter
3, a specific Social Learning mechanism is utilized for robot-robot interaction constitut-
ing a Multi-agent Robotics experiment. A different set of social learning mechanisms are
utilized for transmission of information between a robot and a human in a Human-Robot
Interaction experiment in Chapter 4. Observations regarding the two experiments and
how this advances our knowledge of Socially Intelligent Robotic systems is made in the
concluding chapter, Chapter 5.
Appendix A further includes the ethics certification utilized for the study described in
Chapter 4. Appendix B further describes the game experience for the same experiment,
and all the questionnaires administered. A very basic python-based algorithm that repli-
cates some features of the Multi-agent Robotics experiment described in Chapter 3 is also




Research is formalized curiosity.
It is poking and prodding with a
purpose.
Zora Neale Hurston, 1942
Natural biological systems interact and continuously exchange social information through
a variety of mechanisms. These mechanisms of exchange are collectively classified under
social learning, which seeks to understand how observation of each other can cause agents
to perform the same body movements, go to the same place as the other agent went in or-
der to investigate and discover, utilize an object for similar purposes, make similar sounds,
or think similar thoughts [56].
The advantages that social learning presents for animals or humans are varied and
will be discussed further later on. There is however strong literature based support which
proposes that machines or robots capable of taking advantage of social learning, given the
unstructured and complex data provided by social context, can take advantage of lessons
learned earlier (by humans or other robots) and hence will be much more robust to changes
in environment and be better able to survive[22].
The first part of this review seeks to explore Social Learning in animals and humans.
This includes the various classifications of social learning that occur in nature. The sec-
ond part wishes to understand previous work on social learning that has been applied in
robotics.
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2.1 Social Learning in Nature
2.1.1 What is Social learning?
By definition, social learning is defined as “learning that is influenced by observation of
or interaction with another individual or its products” [41]. This is of course, contrasted
with asocial or individual learning which doesn’t require as many factors to be accounted
for. Asocial learning becomes very expensive in cases that involve avoiding predators,
food (whether its poisonous or not) and other stimuli. Nevertheless, social learning might
incorporate outdated practices which might be detrimental in a changing environment with
threats such as predators that evolve.
Hoppitt and Laland re-define Social Learning slightly differently[43]
Social Learning is learning that is facilitated by observation of, or interaction
with, another individual (or its products)
In this section, the focus of the review is on the types of social learning mechanisms, along
with how these mechanisms are observed in nature in animal taxa.
It is first of all important to define the roles in social learning. The agent learning a task is
henceforth called an observer, whereas the agent portraying a certain behavior is termed
demonstrator.
Galef [7] defined Social Transmission as “cases of social learning that result in increased
homogeneity of behavior of interactants that extends beyond their period of interaction”.
Social transmission is mentioned here to try and narrow down the definition of social
learning and contextualize what happens when scientists observe animals displaying ’intel-
ligent’ behavior through social learning. It is different from Imitation, where the definition
of imitation, to be formalized later, means something different in the context of Social
Learning.
Social transmission has been given a more formal/logical definition by Hoppitt and
Laland [43]:
Social transmission occurs when the prior acquisition of a behavioral trait T by
an agent A, when expressed either directly in the performance of T or in some
other behavior associated with T, exerts a lasting positive causal influence on
the rate at which another individual B acquires and or performs T.
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Social transmission is further defined into Social transmission of trait acquisition, which
defines how long it takes for B to learn T, and social transmission of trait performance,
which defines the rate at which B is able to perform T.
Since Social learning is the subject of our study, and as can be clearly seen, most of this
learning is shared across generations, it is perhaps also useful to define both tradition and
culture. Fragaszy defined tradition as ”a distinctive behavior pattern shared by two or
more individuals in a social unit which persists over time and that new practitioners ac-
quire in part through socially aided learning”[26].
Culture, while being a very tricky subject and immune to a commonly agreed definition, is
defined by Hoppitt and Laland as“those group-typical behavior patterns shared by mem-
bers of a community that rely on socially learned and transmitted information” [43].
2.1.2 Why Study Social Learning?
It is important to understand why the study of Social Learning is essential.
Firstly, imitation is considered one of the primary forms of transmission of information,
and it is important to understand how this process happens. One of the most pressing
problems that has been identified, in both natural social learning and in engineering (math-
ematical) approaches[55] for imitation has been the correspondence problem. The problem
can be summarized by the question, how does the brain convert the perception of an ob-
served act into an action performed by one’s own embodiment? [43]. A good example of
the correspondence problem is figuring out where the cats went from time 1 to time 2 as
shown in Figure 2.1. One cat could be larger and the other smaller, as shown in the upper
figure and so we can assume they followed a linear distance. But the smaller cat might
also be small because of distance (from our perception) and might have moved closer hence
becoming larger, with the opposite happening to the erstwhile larger looking cat.
The consequences of the discovery of mirror neurons (neurons that are active during obser-
vation and application of the same actions as seen in someone else) for the correspondence
problem have been debated, with some, such as [17] and [40], that call them mechanisms
that enable imitation, or perhaps a by-product of social learning. This is of prime im-
portance to socially intelligent robotics because, as we shall see, imitation overlaps with
several lower forms of social learning.
Secondly, various types of social learning, including imitation, are displayed by animals
including insects, and it seems to provide them with making adaptive decisions about
their environment, and this allows them to forage more efficiently and avoid predators,
contributing to their survival [36]. This, and the significant effect of imitation and other
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Figure 2.1: An example of the correspondence problem. Inspired by [67]
forms of social learning in the development of babies and infants that effect the social life
(hence related to other disciplines such as sociology and developmental studies) of children
seem to be strong motivators for study of social learning[43].
Thirdly, social learning within animals has given rise to theories regarding animal cul-
ture and traditions within so called ‘societies’ of various animal taxa such as in apes[74]
or cetaceans[46]. 1 Our concern about societies and/or culture pertains to how robots can
influence societies and make certain experiences better for humans.
However, central to this study of imitation or social learning is the question of how
social learning can be scaffolded to make robots more intelligent. Of course, this involves
going well beyond simple Artificial Intelligence, and requires inspiration from social cues
in living beings, not just animals but in humans, especially as they develop from babies to
grown adults.
1While it is exciting to talk of ’societies’, ’culture’ and ’tradition’ in animals, there has been fierce
criticism about whether those terms should be used in the context of animals. There are scientists who
believe that animals show pseudo-imitative or semi-imitative phenomena[69][43] which are quite different to
social learning, and are more instinctive in nature. Perhaps it is easier to classify them as proto-culture or
pre-culture, as described by Goodall[38] and Whiten [75]. Tomasello[72], Galef[31], and Laland [48] are of
the opinion that comparisons of culture are superficial and not grounded in cognitive processing. Definitions
of social learning and imitation, culture and tradition depend on the context (biology, psychology etc.)
and the looser the definition, the more inclusive it is[43] of other creatures.
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Figure 2.2: Greylag goose opening a box with its bill, taken from [28]
2.1.3 Social Learning Mechanisms
A number of efforts have been made to classify social mechanisms of information transfer
in primates, and the definitions have changed over the past decades according to leading
authorities. Some of the older efforts were made by Galef [32], Heyes [41] and Zentall [79].
The definitions have continued to evolve over time, and the ones utilized here are more
recent versions built on previous work as defined by [43].
Stimulus Enhancement
Stimulus Enhancement as defined by Heyes [41] occurs “when an observer observing a
stimulus at time t1 from a demonstrator and this stimulus causes an observable change in
the observer at time t2”.
A good example of Stimulus enhancement is recorded among the greylag geese (Anser
anser) who, when observing humans open a box, are able to open the box themselves
much quicker than those that haven’t been exposed to humans opening a box[28]. The
study with the greylag geese is further interesting because it shows an instance where a
human provides social information to an animal. Further, because their embodiments are
different, the human demonstrator showed how to open a wooden platform with a single
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finger, and the geese opened the platform with their beak/bill. The inspiration for this
study came from the observation that the geese had started utilizing a different form of
feeding from stems of butterbur (Petasites hybridus), where they bit through the stem
and chewed exposed stems. The observation of an experienced model helped the observers
learn themselves how to feed this way.
Opportunity providing
Opportunity providing, also called scaffolding, is when a demonstrator places the observer
with an advantage by providing the means necessary to discover the ’correct’ or most
efficient way of solving a problem[43]. Examples of opportunity providing can be found
among black rats (Rattus rattus) in the forests of Israel, who strip pine cones[2] if they
have a mother or foster-mother that also strips the pine cones. Further, adult rats do not
strip them even if they find evidence of this happening. A better example would be mother
cats providing kittens with opportunities to learn and familiarize themselves with hunting
rats [16]. Mothers bring slightly incapacitated rats which kittens then kill, providing them
with the opportunity to develop their predatory skills.
Local Enhancement
Local Enhancement as a term was first defined by Thorpe[70] who defined it as the re-
focusing of attention of an animal to a specific object or part (location) in an environment.
The attention of a ’naive’ learning agent is attracted towards a specific location by a
demonstrator agent, because this location might hold information that contributes to the
task at hand[43].
Local enhancement was suggested to be a subset of stimulus enhancement since the
stimulus being enhanced could just be the location. However, local enhancement may
occur without learning, a detail of some importance, since such non-learning processes
may then lead to social learning. A model may simply attract the observer to its location,
and other agents might simply come together at that particular location.
The formal definition as given by [43] of local enhancement follows:
Local Enhancement occurs when, after or during a demonstrator’s presence, or
interaction with objects at a particular location, an observer is more likely to
visit or interact with objects in that location.
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A good example of Local Enhancement is the experiment conducted by Reader et al.
on female guppies (Poecilia reticulata). Experiments in the wild were conducted about
feeding patterns, and it was concluded that one of the foraging sites was preferred by the
guppies due to the presence (location enhancement) of conspecifics. A similar situation
arose with guppies preferring to escape through a route demonstrated by their conspecifics
when a trawler net simulated a trap the fish are well aware of[62].
More direct evidence of local enhancement is found in Bombus terrestris, Bumblebees
[49]. Hoppitt and Laland [43] countenance this experiment to be proof that local enhance-
ment and observational conditioning are not the same. The primary problem bumblebees
face is collection of nectar as efficiently as possible. Sucrose rich yellow flowers (reward)
and blue flowers without sucrose (failure) were presented to a group of bees, and the first
group learned the correct flowers to collect from. It was found that when the sucrose rich
yellow flowers were visited by demonstrators, a second group of observers overwhelmingly
preferred yellow flowers. Moreover, it was not the characteristic of flowers being yellow that
compelled the observers, rather it was the flowers that were visited by demonstrators that
were also visited by observers, thus establishing local enhancement as opposed to stimulus
enhancement as the social mechanism at play.
Imitation
Among the most difficult to define mechanisms of social transmission is Imitation. The
difficulties arise from three main factors as defined below [43] :
A capacity for Intentionality is seen by some (see Tomasello [71]) as evidence of in-
tentional copying, which means for copying to be constituted as imitation according to
Tomasello, intentions must be observed. However, a weakness of this approach is that in-
tentionality is not measurable [78], besides which there is no reason for such intentionality
to be integral to imitation [10].
How accurately does the observer copy the demonstrator is another issue that has been
raised by Nehaniv and Dautenhahn [21]. The accuracy in question is regarding how similar
the actions, states and effects are of an observer with respect to the demonstrator’s.
Lastly, novelty of actions is considered a necessary condition by certain authors, i.e. im-
itation cannot happen if the actions are not novel to the observer [13]. There is some
disagreement here, and it is important to be careful regarding this point.
Novelty is considered the primary point of distinction among the above three classifiers
that have been used to distinguish original imitation from lesser forms of imitation by
both [11] and [43]. This helps them classify imitation into two types.
Contextual Imitation is defined by [43] as when an observer watches the demonstrator
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perform an action in a specific context, and this makes them more likely to perform the
same action in the same context. Production Imitation occurs when a demonstrator
performs actions not in the observer’s repertoire and the observer becomes more likely to
reproduce the same sequence after observing the demonstrator. The focus here is on the
novelty of the sequence of actions and whether direct observation is used to reproduce
these actions.
Response facilitation
Response Facilitation (RF) is defined as the “presence of a demonstrator performing an
act [that] increases the probability of an animal which saw it do the same” ([9] p.237). A
good example is [12] where a western lowland gorilla, Gorilla g. gorilla) learns to reproduce
observed actions from a human. The gorilla then puts together actions it already knows,
and then reinforces them by individual learning and copying gestures that humans showed
her. Naive coders, who are asked to check if such actions resembled the original gestures by
humans, gave scores that confirmed that the actions taken by the gorilla were very similar
to the human’s. This study is another instance of animals extracting information socially
from humans.
Observational Conditioning
Observational Conditioning traditionally refers to Pavlovian conditioning where an Un-
conditioned Response (UR) to a stimulus for the demonstrator acts as an Unconditioned
Stimulus (US), which then becomes a Conditioned Stimulus (CS) for the observer. The
observer then responds to the CS in the same way as the demonstrator did [43]. Heyes’
definition is a little broader in that stimuli need not be conditioned [41]. It is defined
as “a subset of Stimulus-Stimulus learning where an observer observing a demonstrator is
exposed to a relationship between stimuli at t1 and the observer’s behavior changes in a
detectable manner at a later time t2 ”.
Particularly important to us is a classic study performed by Gerull and Rapee [35]
that serves as an inspiration for experiment 2. Here, they prove that affective responses
to novel objects can be learned socially. Specifically, if humans observe something novel,
they usually associate certain emotions to the newly introduced object of interest when
they observe someone else who has more experience react to the novel object or situation
in a certain way. In [35], toddlers are introduced to novel toy creatures and observe their
mothers reacting to the objects with fear, horror or disgust and avoidance. This conditions
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them to associate fear and avoidance behavior towards the objects when they witnessed
their mothers do the same. Toddlers reacted significantly differently when a mother’s re-
action is positive, not showing any avoidance to the toy physically. Facial expressions are
also very different in the two cases, the children in the fear / disgust condition showing
expressions of clear disgust or horror, while those in the positive condition treat the toy
normally. This shows that the information provided by an experienced demonstrator (e.g.
mother) is crucial to the perception of any object that the observer (e.g. toddler) observes,
hence creating a Stimulus-Stimulus pairing. Gerull and Rapee also found significant differ-
ences between the perception and avoidance behavior of male toddlers and female toddlers
to the mother expressing a positive or negative emotion. Male toddlers were less avoidant
towards the toy creature in the negative condition than female toddlers. Furthermore, the
impression of these emotions lasted for at least up to 10 minutes, making this one of the
first studies to understand potentially how long the effects might last.
Differentiating and Detecting different types of Social Learning Mechanisms
Following from [43] and Figure 2.3, Stimulus Enhancement can be detected if it is
shown that the social transmission of a trait exists. This can be proved by showing that
the observer displays an increased response rate to the trait it has observed, and that this
response to the stimulus increases the efficiency with which the trait is performed[43].
A good example is the choice of mates among female quail (Coturnix japonica). The females
tend to choose males they observe around other females, hence copying the choices their
peers make[33]. Local enhancement was ruled out because the choices don’t limit female
quails to a specific location. There are no clear Stimulus-Stimulus (S-S) association, and
hence observational conditioning is ruled out as well[43].
Local Enhancement can be distinguished from other types if it is shown that if a
demonstrator leads naive observers to a specific location, the acquisition of a trait happens
at a faster rate than at other locations. The example of the Bombus terrestris given in
section 2.1.3 provides the clearest evidence of local enhancement[43].
Observational Conditioning is detected when an observation of a stimulus creating
a certain response in a demonstrator also creates the same response in the observer. Cook
et al.[19] exposed a monkey who had fear of snakes to another observer monkey. The result,
predictably, was the development of the same fear in the observer due to S-S conditioning.
An excellent methodology to separate the types of social learning that might be hap-
pening in a situation is to use the decision tree shown in Figure 2.3. Here, any type of


















































































































































































































Stimulus specific. This is further dependent on whether the social transmission is sensitive
to the demonstrator’s actions, if it is action specific and whether the action sequence is
novel or not. Depending on this, the social transmission might be classified into the various
categories as shown in the red boxes to the bottom of the Figure.
2.1.4 Strategic Social Learning
It would be overly simplistic to assume that copying or learning from others is to avoid the
trial and error repetition, or perhaps due to minimizing energy expenditure (out of laziness).
Giraldeau [37] considered social learning as information parasitism. This is because while
social learning is more about information flow, asocial learning is more about finding new
information. Since the environment is constantly changing, asocial learners need to be
constantly sampling the environment. Should this not happen, learning will happen only
over outdated information Since asocial exploration is what ’samples’ the world and finds
original information, social learning is only effective if the number of social learners is rare
as compared to asocial explorers. Alan Rogers utilized this to propose what is now known
as Rogers’ paradox [64], that a social learner’s ecological fitness (to survive an environment)
could be at most that of an asocial explorer’s. It was, however, pointed out that social
learner’s can learn from asocial explorers and then build on top of that knowledge, making
them more fit to survive an environment [24].
Therefore, the question of when to copy needs to be addressed here as well, distin-
guishing between Critical and Conditional social learning. Critical learning happens
when individuals learn socially first and then if the solution provides little value, the in-
dividual improves upon it to make it more efficient. The reverse, Conditional learning,
happens when individuals attempt to learn asocially first, but because of certain failures
move on to learning socially from other agents.
Critical social learning has been termed an Evolutionarily Stable Strategy (ESS) [47]. It
is helpful when asocial exploration is either too costly or the solution is too complex for a
solution to be discovered by a single agent. However, a highly variable environment would
mean it is better to asocially explore the environment first and this is where conditional
learning might be more beneficial.
The inspiration to copy could be widely varied and agents might be induced to copy
because of reasons ranging from the established behavior being not useful to the common
situation of when asocial learning is simply too costly. The costs associated might include
energy expended, but in cases of anti-predator behavior, this could mean being eaten by
the predator. A good example is the nine-spined stickleback fish (Pungitius pungitius).
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Among these fish, the foraging preferences are almost exclusively based on observational
learning i.e. learning foraging routes and feeding areas based on conspecifics. This is
because in open water, these fish are prime prey for piscivorous (fish-eating) predators
due to their inferior skeletal structure making them easier targets and therefore they rely
exclusively on information passed on socially.
2.2 Social Learning in Robotics
A good understanding of the previous work that has been done on Social Learning in
Robotics is essential for the studies that were designed in this thesis. It has been observed
that imitation seems to be by far a much more active area of research rather than other
subtler forms of social learning such as Emulation, Stimulus or Local Enhancement and so
on.
2.2.1 Programming by Demonstration
The concept of Programming by Demonstration, Learning from Demonstration or imitation
learning in robots has been propounded early on. In fact, good surveys of work in imitative
task learning were given by Billard in [8], Hussein [44] and Ravichandar [61].
Learning asocially, i.e. without any previous intimation or knowledge of problems that
require attention to, is computationally expensive and energy inefficient. Programming by
demonstration reduces search spaces by learning from examples that are already efficient.
The robot can even eliminate bad search spaces by watching a certain solution fail. Further,
it was opined that imitation is a natural way of learning from lay people, who are unaware
of the intricacies of robot design. Lastly, imitation learning seeks to understand how
perception can create successful actions in the perception-action coupling[8].
Historically speaking, programming by demonstration involved state-action-state se-
quences using primitive if-then-else rules[8]. To move forward from simply copying demon-
strated movements to generalizing across sets of demonstrations, Machine Learning tech-
niques were used. These techniques incorporated perceptual problems, such as the incorpo-
ration of vision stream replacing the term Programming by Demonstration with Imitation
learning. [61] categorize demonstrations on the basis of how robots get data. They can get
them through Kinesthetic teaching, i.e. users physically moving the robot, tele-operation
and simple passive observation. Before imitation can be performed successfully, the follow-
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ing questions have to be answered: What to imitate, who to imitate, when to imitate and
how to imitate ([8], [65]).
Apart from real instances of images/videos and speech that can be utilized by Machine
Learning algorithms, Virtual and Augmented Reality can provide further data to learn
from. In engineering approaches, a metric of imitation performance is defined, with dif-
ferent weights given to different skills, and an optimized controller seeks to reproduce the
behavior the agent has observed. Furthermore, parameter search for encoding movement
in joint space (16 dimensions for 16 joints, for example) is a very essential part of finding
optimal controllers that can represent movements. Ideally, Imitation should help reduce
this search space for initial states that lead to global optima fairly quickly[8].
Skill encoding can be done through various techniques. Statistical learning (which
evolved into certain types of Deep learning), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and Dy-
namical systems such as Recurrent Neural Networks are but a few of these techniques[8].
Dynamical System Learning seems to be interesting for several reasons. The learning al-
gorithm needs to be fast, and dynamical systems using techniques like locally weighed
regression can perform one-shot learning. More work on one-shot learning using complex
Deep learning algorithms has also been accomplished in [23] and [77]. Using attractor
dynamics of nonlinear systems, it would seem that trajectories not just exactly the same
as the demonstration, but also similar ones can be reproduced. Yamashita confirms this to
a limited extent in [76]. This helps with the concept of generalization of movements and
trajectory. It occurs that since similar movements can be categorized together, movement
classification can also be done this way. In fact Principal Component Analyses for move-
ment tracking using proprioception data (internal representations of the artificial neural
network) in [76] and [45] confirms that this is possible.
Scaffolding and adding to previously learned behaviors is a concept that was proposed
in both [65] and [8]. Incremental learning, as it is called, has the primary aim of making
learning of demonstrations possible with fewer examples required. The concept of re-
using primitives (lower level representations of movement) is stated as a goal several times
previously, with Arbib proposing Motor Primitives for his Schema theory on a biological
level[3][4], and [76] trying to reproduce it in Deep learning based Cognitive model for Robot
control.
Such ’transfer learning’ abilities have been demonstrated with Convolutional Neural
Networks for image and video classification, text related applications using attention based
networks for text classification and sentiment analysis, along with applications in biomed-
ical engineering and bio-informatics [80].
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2.2.2 Stimulus Enhancement and Emulation
Among the literature surveyed, very few actually allude to forms of social learning in robots
other than imitation.
One of the few instances to the contrary was a study conducted by Cakmak et al.
[14], where social learning forms other than imitation were compared. The study involved
robot-robot interaction, where the social robot (learner) could implement one of four so-
cial learning mechanisms: Emulation, Stimulus Enhancement, Mimicking and Imitation,
while learning from the demonstrator robot (social partner). The idea behind implement-
ing such social learning mechanisms (other than imitation) is because they are simpler,
computationally cheaper, and easier to implement.
The goal of the study was to have robots learn how to make sounds with the help of
one of two actions, grasping (with two hands) and shaking, or poking for different objects
with different sizes.
For the demonstrator robot, learning was non-social in nature, and one of the robots
observed the environment, approached the most salient object, performed a selected action,
observed the effect, and went back to its initial position, updating the saliency of objects
or actions (depending on the type of social learning)[14].
Learning from previous experiments[68], it was hypothesized that social learning would be
helpful in cases where few objects make sound, i.e. when success was of lower probability.
2.3 Swarm Intelligence
The idea to utilize several robotic agents that attract other agents based on certain infor-
mation has been performed under a variety of different names. These agents that explore
a static environment constitute algorithms that can be termed asocial or social in nature.
Some previous work is mentioned below.
2.3.1 Asocial Exploration among Multi-agent Robots
It is important to understand the algorithms that have been used thus far to explore
environments with some success. Gabal [30] and Fricke [27] utilize spiral patterns to
explore an environment, with Fricke et al. extending the work to compare these patterns
with ant foraging strategies, specifically the spiral based deterministic search, or the DDSA
(Distributed Deterministic Spiral Algorithm). [20] utilizes another pattern wherein robots
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(a) The archimedean spiral pattern used for exploration by all three robots
(b) Boustrophedon, or sawtooth patterns used for exploration
Figure 2.4: Patterns of search utilized for the Experiments
use a boustrophedon-like shape to search an environment. While this strategy covers more
area, it also takes more time.
Search algorithms that have several agents search a space have been studied in detail.
The observation that spiral search patterns for single agents are the most efficient has been
extended to multiple agents using something called the Distributed Deterministic Search
Algorithm (DDSA) in [27]. A simplistic scenario is to have several agents follow a spiral
pattern at different paths in parallel. There is no communication between agents, and the
agents follow a deterministic path. The study compared DDSA with a search pattern that
was inspired by behavior found in ants (called Central Place Foraging Algorithm CPFA)
and included local communication between agents. While the study was a simulation,
DDSA was found to perform just as well or better than CPFA.
In a similar fashion, the idea of designed experiments is to compare a deterministic search
pattern with one that includes communication and try to understand if a better method-
ology can be come up with that does not rely on a brute force search methodology.
2.3.2 Co-operative Foraging
Animal society based foraging techniques have been the focus of several studies over the
past decades in multiple agent robotics. Pheromone based strategies include a wide range
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of techniques from actual chemical trails where robots rely on chemical sensors [29] to
sense where earlier robots moved through, to vision based markers as pheromones [34]
and virtual pheromones that only exist in computer memory stored and accessible through
a central server [42]. A relevant honey-bee inspired algorithm (BEECLUST), which is
inspired by the way honeybees navigate in a swarm, wherein they break into individuals
under lower temperatures and congregate in higher temperatures along with some other
rules was utilized in [66].
Strategies where one robot passes off relevant information have also been experimented
with. Pitonakova [60] utilized what they termed ’recruitment’ where a working robot,
that spots an idle robot, recruits the idle one by sharing the location of the foraging site
through direct communication. The adaptive behavior of the swarm is termed ’plasticity’
and certain interesting observations are made. Recruitment of other idle agents is only
useful for the swarm as a whole if the environment contains fewer resource caches that
are harder to find, but once found have a large amount of foraging material in them. If
the forage material is not of high quality, both recruitment and search for other resources
becomes important. These conclusions have direct relevance to the study described in
Chapter 3 and will be discussed further there. One key takeaway is that social learning
might be just a ’mode’ of operation, which may be switched on and off as and how it is
considered useful for the swarm.
Some previous work on whether agents already in an environment can pass on the skills
they have learned to a newer ’generation’ of robots utilizing social learning was conducted
by Noble and Franks [57]. Behavior Contagion and Emulation were used as social learning
mechanisms in a simulation study where an agent could either follow a more experienced
one for 25% of their life time, or a behavior contagion among the population with 10%
probability the observer would do the same as the observer, or they could emulate the
observer, i.e. they would know if there was payoff for a certain move, but not what the
move was itself. Lastly, imitation meant the observer would copy both the move and
the resulting reward of the demonstrator. Agents had a life time of 400 time steps and
new ones would be born when older ones died. The environment had a very high reward
density. Random moves were used to check if social learning mechanisms fared better than
them. Mean payoff for social learning mechanisms was highest for the emulation model,
and for observer’s following the demonstrator for the first 25% of lifetime, mean payoff
also increased. This situation can be likened to critical learning where social learning
happens first. The experiment further shows that emulation or imitation of successful
models provides the best payoff.
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2.4 Connecting the Literature Review
After a brief introduction about the what and why of social learning, Section 2.1.3 surveyed
the types of social transmission mechanisms that are used in both studies. Specifically,
Local Enhancement is used for Study 1. The learning framework for this study in the
context of Local Enhancement is identification of reward cache locations in the environment
so that they can be used to forage from later on for self-sustainability. This does not
consist of a belief-system such as a Bayesian learning which updates after reward locations
are found. Concepts of Strategic Social Learning, i.e. when to learn are used for Study
1. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 then provided further background for Study 1 in the form of
previous work done in multi-agent and cooperative robotics based foraging.
Observational Conditioning, Stimulus Enhancement and Response Facilitation are an-
alyzed in Study 2. The background for Study 2 was covered in Section 2.1.3. Here, the
targets of learning are the human participants, and both objective and subjective measures
are used to attempt quantification of learning in human participants.
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Chapter 3
Experiment 1: Social Learning in
Multi-agent Robotics
[Francis] Bacon in his
instruction tells us that the
scientific student ought not to
be as the ant, who gathers
merely, nor as the spider who
spins from her own bowels, but
rather as the bee who both
gathers and produces
Michael Faraday, The Life and
Letters of Faraday, Vol. 2, p.
404, 1870
3.1 Research Questions
In order to establish Local Enhancement among a group of robots as outlined in Figure 1.1,
the research questions for this study seek to understand if social learning can be helpful
with time constraints, if reward density in the environment makes any difference to foraging
socially or asocially, and how critical or conditional social learning might make a difference.
Fundamentally, it would be good to understand if copying benefits all robots (as a society
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so to speak) or if certain robots are better placed to benefit the most. Through these set of
experiments, we also want to understand under what conditions local enhancement would
be beneficial to a robot society.
The research questions (RQs) are defined as follows:
1. How does the performance of social exploration in robots compare to asocial explo-
ration under time constraints?
2. How does the performance of group exploration in social and asocial exploration
scenarios compare under conditions of varying amount of rewards?
3. What are the effects of learning socially first (critical learning) as compared to learn-
ing socially later (conditional learning)?
Hypothesis 1 (H1) : Based on social learning theory, a simple social learning mechanism,
when infused in a multi-agent robot society, should perform better than simple asocial
explorers.
Hypothesis 2 (H2) : Critical social learning should perform better than conditional
social learning in a stable environment (where reward locations do not change often) when
primary reward density is low. This follows from discussion in Chapter 2.3.2 from earlier
studies conducted by [60] and [57].
The focus on local enhancement follows from the discussion regarding computational
complexity that involves an attempt at imitation. The focus for this study is on minimal
real time computation for simple tasks such as foraging for survival. Further, to forage
efficiently over larger areas, calling attention to the location of reward caches would be well
suited to robots with limited computational capacity that are able to search a wider area
with more numbers.
3.2 Methodology and Experimental Procedure
Because of the nature of the experiment, and because we would like for the robots to
be minimalistic in both size and computational capacity, smaller swarm-like robots were
utilized. While initially the Quanser based quadcopters were supposed to be used, due
to COVID 19 shutting down labs, a remote platform called the Robotarium [59] based at
the Georgia Institute of Technology at Atlanta, GA was used instead. The Robotarium
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allows jobs to be submitted via its portal online and accepts python based code1. The code
first needs to be verified through simulation locally to make sure no explicit collisions take
place, although safety certificates prevent actual collisions in the Robotarium arena. The
simulation also provides for a rough estimate of how much time the expeirment is going
to take. A representation of the simulation environment in Python on Linux is shown in
Figure 3.1. Webots [52], a simulation based environment was also considered, but priority
was given to real robots.
A group of three robots were used for all experiments with the understanding that in
nature, packs of three foraging animals are a balanced number to hunt or forage [6]. The
robotarium utilizes small robots called GITSBots which are 130*90*180mm in dimension
in an arena of 3 * 1.8 m which represents the total search space. A representation can
be seen in Figure 3.1. The robots contain ESP8266 micro-controllers that operate at 160
MHz. Rewards were simulated in computer memory and their locations recorded such
that if the robot was within an observational radius 0.03 m of the reward, the robot would
detect and capture the reward.
Reward Density refers to the total number of rewards present in the environment. These
were arbitrarily selected to be R ⊂ [5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50] where R is the reward density. The
environment here is considered stable, i.e. the reward cache locations do not change and
their value does not decrease. It is to be noted that the Robotarium’s clock speed is 0.033s,
i.e. each ’iteration’ in Robotarium time lasts 0.033s.
1The code is available online and more details can be found in Appendix C
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(a) A still image from an overhead camera of the Robotarium running an experiment with three
GritsBots
(b) The simulation environment
Figure 3.1: Patterns of search utilized for the Experiments
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3.3 Experimental Design
For this exploratory study, to systematically address the research questions, a simple
flowchart was designed to make the objectives of the various experiments clearer, and
to show why they are needed. In figure 3.2, the left branch which starts with Asocial
Exploration describes the three types of exploration algorithms that the first experiment
explores while the right branch that starts with Social Exploration shows the different
conditions that a group of robots can face while attempting cooperation for Experiments
2.1 and 2.2 .
The first experiment is designed to collect baseline statistics to understand which of
these three approaches works best or in the most optimal manner when the three robots
forage for reward caches. These three types of algorithms have been discussed in Chapter
2 and are regarded as more optimal than some of the other algorithms that were explored.
The workflow for experiment 1 for asocial exploration is established as follows:
• Asocial exploration is deterministic and involves robots exploring the search space in
a deterministic fashion with preset patterns.
• Based on previous research [27], the parallel deterministic spiral formation is adapted
as one search pattern. The sawtooth formation, also called the boustrophedon [20]
search pattern, and randomized robot behavior (also tested in [20]) are the other two
patterns compared for the baseline testing. These formations are visualized in Figure
2.4.
• The search space has different numbers of rewards, and constitute a total of six
scenarios for each search pattern based on the six reward densities.
For experiment 2 involving social exploration, the workflow is as follows:
• Program a proximity check for observational radius to introduce social learning
– A proximity check refers to checking surroundings to locate other robots that
might be in a certain radius. In real life, these represent sensor limits
– A broadcast mechanism that simply communicates success in finding the reward
to any other agent in the proximity
– The location of a primary reward is stored in an agent’s memory such that it
can revisit the site when it needs more food (rewards) to survive
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart outlining the three experiments for Study 1
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• Implementing local enhancement
– Local Enhancement is the redirection of attention towards a potentially inter-
esting location that may or may not lead to social learning
– For local enhancement to happen, the engineered solution that we use is to
create a matrix of proposed locations of interest. These locations are shared
socially using the above mentioned broadcast mechanism.
Because of the time based constraints, the following defines a robot’s lifetime:
• For asocial exploration, an agent is provided with 6000 iterations (an iteration lasts
0.033s in real time in the Robotarium). Any reward location can only be awarded
once to the agent. This is to maximize the understanding of how many such caches
an agent can detect and forage for itself.
• An agent may explore socially the entire time. This mode is called fully social and
the agent spends the entire time foraging and scrounging.
• For the critical social exploration experimental runs, an agent is given 6000 iterations,
the first half of it spent exploring socially. The second half is spent exploring asocially.
• For conditional social learning, the agent spends the first half of its lifetime, i.e. the
first 3000 iterations exploring asocially, followed by social learning in the second half.
All other conditions are the same as critical social learning.
3.4 Experimental Procedure
3.4.1 Asocial Exploration
For experiment 1 as detailed in Table 3.1, we test the three conditions based on different
search patterns to determine the most effective one under a time constraint. It is to be noted
that Figure 2.4 represents the waypoints that each robots received parallel to each other,
while the random condition simply gives the robots random waypoints one after another.
All this is done with the environment having reward densities of [5,10,20,30,40,50], and
the experiments are repeated 10 times for each condition, thus giving us 3 (robots) * 10
(repetitions) = 30 data points per condition. With 6 conditions in total, 180 data points
were collected. The life-time of a robot was limited to 6000 iterations per robot. It is
to be noted that these experiments were all performed on the Robotarium and took an
estimated 240s (4 mins) on average per run.
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Table 3.1: Types of Experiments
Type of Experiment Conditions Aim
1 Asocial Exploration Boustrophedon Compare which asocial strategy
Spiral forages/discovers most reward
Random caches
2.1 Social Exploration Fully Social Understand how sharing of rewards
Critical improves reward cache location
Conditional by individual agents
2.2 Local Enhancement Understand if an agent can
successfully return to previously
identified foraging site in 400 iterations
This table shows the experiments that were designed, what conditions were present for
the experiments, and what their aims are.
3.4.2 Social Exploration
Two experiments were designed using social learning. The first (Expt 2.1 in table 3.1) dealt
with the period of time agents should learn about the locations of reward caches from each
other socially as opposed to not learning. The second (Expt 2.2 in table 3.1) was to answer
the question of whether agents that already know of the presence of a reward cache either
through socially learned or self-discovered reward caches can come back to these caches
within a set time limit (400 iterations).
The same basic structure as was used for the asocial exploration was utilized for Ex-
periment 2.1 with a few changes. Fully social learning was performed with all robots in
the spiral formation (the reason for using spiral formation is explained in the Analysis sec-
tion) and social reward-sharing happened when one robot ’observed’ another pick a reward
within an observational radius of 0.6 m as they were discovered.
For critical social learning, social learning with the same observational radius was allowed
for the first 3000 iterations and asocial exploration for the rest of 3000 iterations. The op-
posite was done for the conditional learning condition, with the first 3000 iterations being
asocial exploration.
Experiment 2.2 had a ’follow up’ 400 iterations (13.2s) of life-time extension over the
previous 6000 iterations if an agent found a reward cache earlier either socially or asocially.
The objective was for the agent to find the most convenient reward cache to see if it could
reach it within given time constraints so that they could continue foraging for a limited
time with added life-time.
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Convenience was defined as the closest (by euclidean distance) reward cache to the location
of the agent at 6000th iteration. The agent had at least one, but often multiple, reward
cache locations in memory and would choose one from these proposals. A representative
figure showing the proposals and the eventual closest solution that the three agents chose
is shown in Figure 3.3
Figure 3.3: A demonstration for Experiment 2.2. The figure on the left shows Proposals
(named P0-P4, in light blue squares) that are available to Robot 1 (with the light blue circle
around it). The Robot heads to G0 (its goal) because it has found the locally enhanced
region to be the most ’interesting’ (since it is closest).
The figure on the right shows the agent successfully reaching its goal, and hence successfully
realizing local enhancement by investigating a proposal that it found ’interesting’. Note
that the other proposals were not investigated since they were not found ’interesting’.
The same set of reward densities were used for all the social learning conditions.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Experiment 1
As stated in Section 3.4, the three patterns of asocial exploration were repeated 10 times
each for statistical analysis to understand the differences between conditions in terms of
means, variances and significance. These are described in Figure 3.4.
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Mean Social Critical Cond Spiral Random Bous
5 2.067 0.733 0.933 1.000 0.200 0.200
10 2.667 3.000 1.733 2.200 1.267 0.867
20 6.867 5.000 4.733 4.267 4.600 1.600
30 9.467 5.067 7.800 6.533 5.400 3.133
40 14.733 10.133 9.867 8.000 6.867 2.800
50 15.600 9.067 10.600 8.800 9.867 4.533
Table 3.2: Mean reward cache locations foraged for all conditions in asocial exploration
and social learning. The rows are formatted by strategies explained in Table 3.1 and the
columns represent the reward density of the environment.
Figure 3.4: Means and standard deviations for all robots aggregated together to get a
single value (Mean± Std Dev), for different asocial search patterns at each reward density
for Experiment 1. Data points were shifted slightly along the horizontal axis to make the
standard deviation bars clearer to read.
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3.5.2 Experiment 2
As summarized in Table 3.1, Experiment 2.1 utilized different levels of social exploration
across different environmental reward densities and yielded results which are summarized
as means and variances in Figure 3.5. A comparison is also made with the Spiral asocial
mode of exploration.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of means and standard deviations for reward foraging from three
different types of social learning for Experiment 2.1. One selected type of asocial explo-
ration (spiral) is also present for comparison. Data points have been shifted slightly to
make the standard deviation bars clearly visible.
For experiment 2.2, Figure 3.6 represents the number of robots (3 robots per run * 10
repetitions = 30 per condition) that were able to locate and reach these reward caches
(blue part of the bar) and those that weren’t able to (red part) within the 400 iterations
given to them. The red part also contains those agents that did not find a reward cache
in the first place.
3.5.3 Data Analysis
Both experiments 1 and 2.1 were repeated such that they could be subject to statisti-
cal analysis to try and find if there were any significant differences within the conditions
described. Experiment 1 had three conditions based on the type of asocial exploration
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Figure 3.6: The bar chart shows how many robots across the varying reward densities were
able to successfully locate the closest reward cache location and visit it so as to gather
food/energy to forage for the next 400 iterations. This represents the results of the second
social exploration experiment (Experiment 2.2) where robots are supposed to return to
a reward cache that they have in their memory once they have exceeded the initial 6000
iteration steps (lifetime)
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Table 3.3: Two way ANOVA for Asocial Exploration
sum sq df F PR(F)
C(strategy) 444.4481481 2 48.47849829 4.88E-20
C(rew density) 3698.209259 5 161.3539235 1.87E-103
C(strategy):C(rew density) 176.5740741 10 3.851988577 4.73E-05
Residual 2392.833333 522
Table 3.4: Post-hoc Analysis for Asocial Exploration
group1 group2 meandiff p-adj lower upper reject
Bous/20rew random/20rew 2.1667 0.0121 0.2282 4.1052 TRUE
Bous/30rew random/30rew 3.2667 0.001 1.3282 5.2052 TRUE
Bous/30rew spiral/30rew 2.9333 0.001 0.9948 4.8718 TRUE
Bous/50rew random/50rew 4.1333 0.001 2.1948 6.0718 TRUE
Bous/50rew spiral/50rew 1.9667 0.0426 0.0282 3.9052 TRUE
random/50rew spiral/50rew -2.1667 0.0121 -4.1052 -0.2282 TRUE
algorithm. Experiment 2.1 had three conditions again based on the period of social learn-
ing. For both these experiments, two independent variables can be found. For experiment
1, these are the reward density and the type of asocial exploration. For experiment 2.1,
these are the type of social learning and the reward density. In both cases, the dependent
variable is the number of reward caches located. Thus, the two-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) was used to account for the two independent variables, with the Tukey’s pair-
wise HSD as a post-hoc test to find which conditions specifically were significantly different
from others.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 describe the Two Way ANOVA and post-hoc pair wise Tukey’s HSD
for asocial exploration respectively.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 then describe the Two Way ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey’s test respec-
tively for socially enabled exploration.
The Two-way ANOVA test results for asocial exploration with Reward Density and
Asocial Exploration strategy (termed rew density and strategy respectively) as the inde-
pendent variables are shown in Table 3.3. The test results demonstrate that rewards that
are foraged depend significantly on both the strategy and reward density, and that there
is an interaction effect with P < 0.05
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Table 3.5: Two way ANOVA for Social Learning
sum sq df F PR(F)
C(strategy) 979.4819444 3 51.18205889 6.70E-30
C(rew density) 9445.090278 5 296.1274597 1.32E-169
C(strategy):C(rew density) 453.8597222 15 4.743216587 8.71E-09
Residual 4439.833333 696
A follow-up post-hoc Pair wise Tukey’s HSD test for asocial exploration with pairs
of all possible combinations being compared against each other is shown in Table 3.4.
Since there were over 150 pairs, only the most relevant data that differs significantly is
shown in this table, i.e. those that reject the Null Hypothesis (hence reject = TRUE). The
results confirm the hypothesis that Boustrophedon performs worst of the three strategies at
reward densities 20, 30, 40 and 50, but while we can observe the means of random and spiral
being higher at 5 and 10 reward densities, these differences are not statistically significant
(i.e. P > 0.05). Interestingly, for the time limit given to the 3 robots, the random strategy
seems to yield significantly higher reward locations than the spiral algorithm for the highest
reward density of 50.
The Two way ANOVA test results with Reward Density and Social Exploration strategy
(termed rew density and strategy respectively) as the independent variables can be seen in
Table 3.5. The test results demonstrate that rewards that are foraged depend significantly
on both the strategy and reward density, and that there is an interaction effect with
P < 0.05
A post-hoc Pair wise Tukey’s HSD test confirms the hypothesis that fully social strategy
performs the best of the three social strategies (significantly better than spiral, which is
asocial but used for comparison, at 20,30,40 and 50, conditional learning at 40 and 50,
and critical learning at 30, 40 and 50). There is no conclusive evidence that fully social
performs significantly better at lower reward densities such as 5 and 10.
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Table 3.6: Post-hoc Analysis for Social Learning
group1 group2 meandiff p-adj lower upper reject
conditional/40rew social/40rew 2.9 0.0024 0.5183 5.2817 TRUE
conditional/40rew spiral/40rew -2.9333 0.0019 -5.3151 -0.5516 TRUE
conditional/50rew social/50rew 3.6667 0.001 1.2849 6.0484 TRUE
critical/30rew social/30rew 3.5667 0.001 1.1849 5.9484 TRUE
critical/40rew social/40rew 3.1 0.001 0.7183 5.4817 TRUE
critical/40rew spiral/40rew -2.7333 0.007 -5.1151 -0.3516 TRUE
critical/50rew social/50rew 4.1 0.001 1.7183 6.4817 TRUE
social/20rew spiral/20rew -2.4 0.0457 -4.7817 -0.0183 TRUE
social/30rew spiral/30rew -3.3 0.001 -5.6817 -0.9183 TRUE
social/40rew spiral/40rew -5.8333 0.001 -8.2151 -3.4516 TRUE
social/50rew spiral/50rew -5.8667 0.001 -8.2484 -3.4849 TRUE
3.6 Discussion
Research Questions 1 and 2 can be answered by comparing reward caches located as a group
socially and asocially using Table 3.6. Fully social learning performs quite consistently
better than any type of asocial exploration except at low reward density as can be seen
from the significantly different results between social and spiral.
It is interesting to note that during asocial exploration at higher reward densities,
for 20, 30 and 50 rewards in the environment, spiral and random patterns outperform
Boustrophedon significantly. At higher reward densities, however, the random pattern
outperforms both spiral and boustrophedon. This is unexpected and probably happens
because of the limited time frame, since the boustrophedon is very thorough and covers
the full search space if given enough time.
Lower reward densities are of special importance since this is where multi-agent robots
should prove to be more helpful. Social learning does not seem to be significantly better
than asocial exploration. However, the mean of reward caches located is higher quite
consistently as shown in Table 3.2, and this can make a huge difference. Should these
reward caches contain some of sort of resource that enables the robots to continue their
search, social learning would mean that a group of robots could continue where the same
group would be unable to if they did not share the resources they located.
Comparing table 3.2 with Figure 3.6, it is interesting to check if social learning gives a
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specific advantage to social learner agents for survivability by going back to reward cache
locations that were already discovered. Because social learners at reward density of 5 and
10 locate double the number of caches compared to asocial explorers, they have a higher
probability of coming back to a reward cache location, and thus increase their chances of
continuing their work after their initial lifetime. This seems to confirm finding from [60],
where a low reward density benefits from ’recruitment’ as was defined there and recapped
in Chapter 2.
As for Research Question 3, there are no significant differences between critical learning
and conditional learning in the static environment. There seems to be little to no difference
between the means, and this can be seen in Figure 3.5 and Table 3.2. Therefore, for
Research Question 3, no significant differences can be found and this experiment does not
provide any conclusive evidence that learning first or learning later makes any difference
when it comes to a stable environment.
A good reason why switching between social and asocial exploration can be important
is because in the scenario where the robotic agent is exploring an environment with other
robots but does not know what the reward density of the environment is, it would make
sense to share cache locations socially. However, sharing constantly would require battery
life (transmitters and receivers have battery life costs associated to them) and so sharing
continuously becomes more of a burden. In this scenario, an instinct switching system
that decides when switching between social and asocial exploration is optimal could help
make these groups of robots be more energy efficient and robust to challenges related to
the environment in terms of finding resources.
3.7 Conclusions, Limitations and Future Work
An exploratory study was designed to understand if social learning provides benefits to a
group of robots foraging for reward under different reward densities and modes of oper-
ation. Asocial exploration proved less effective than social exploration overall, and while
differences between them were not significant for lower reward densities, social exploration
would certainly be more helpful in keeping a group of robots ’alive’ longer if they had to
forage for their own food. The environment considered here was stable, i.e. the locations of
caches did not change, and more work needs to be done on ’unstable’ environments where
the location and values of the caches change. Moreover, while switching between social and
asocial exploration modes here happened deliberately at the halfway point, an algorithm
that decides when to switch between the two modes on the basis of an estimate of the
environmental reward density would help make this process more effective and optimized.
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Extending the current work to more than 3 agents is also an important step with different
reward densities. Lastly, due to the low availability of the Robotiarium during COVID19,
it was not highly practical for more than 10 repetitions per case. More data might allow
us to look at further trends.
This work was meant to lay the foundation for a research program into engineering
social behavior among groups of physical robots working together. Providing robots with
Computational intelligence, while making rapid progress, is still quite limited if robots are
to be produced cheaply and en masse, which supports our research direction to investigate
simple mechanisms of social learning that could run on relatively simple agents. For future
work, the next step would be to use fully autonomously running robots, as soon as our
robotics laboratories re-open.
There are further concepts from animal behavior that can be incorporated as social be-
havior in a group of robots. Positive and negative rewards can be used to induce location
enhancement and avoidance. The current study focuses only on positive rewards. Avoid-
ance can be induced by introducing history (previous experience) along with the option of
sharing such information for negative rewards (punishment), which might create a culture
of avoidance in the robot society. This would require ML techniques to take history into
account, such as regression trees or Recurrent Neural Networks.
3.8 Transitioning to the Second Study
This study was meant to explore social learning between robots, or Robot-Robot Interac-
tion. Difficulties with resuming experiments with physical robots (either aerial drones or
small autonomous robots) due to COVID 19 meant we could not continue this experiment
as the Robotarium was not readily available all the time. The Robotarium also had prob-
lems in that it did not allow any modifications to the environment provided (due to the
remote nature) and no actual sensors existed on the robots.
Therefore it was decided to explore social learning in Human-Robot Interaction. Again,
due to Covid 19 this study could not be carried out with physical robots and was conducted
through an online study described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Experiment 2: Social Transfer of
Information using Virtual Agents
The most exciting phrase to
hear in science, the one that
heralds new discoveries, is not
‘Eureka!’, but ‘That’s funny ...’
Isaac Asimov, 1987.
4.1 Motivation
As explained in the previous chapter, this study focuses on Human-Robot Interaction with
the robot utilizing simple forms of social transmission of information to understand if
successful social learning can indeed happen between robots and humans. While the ex-
periment was originally designed to constitute Human - Multi-agent interaction keeping in
line with earlier research utilizing multiple agents, this study became more of scientific ex-
ploration since previous work on social transmission of information from robots to humans,
virtual or real, has not been explored, specifically with the use of methods of transmission
other than imitation. The study therefore establishes basic principles that can be used for
further exploration in this domain.
This specific experiment is of great interest to us for a variety of reasons. New envi-
ronments pose a challenging problem when humans who are naive to the environment first
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Table 4.1: Description of similarities and differences of Study 2, as compared to Gerull and
Rapee [35].
Gerull et al. Current







N - Participants 30 44
Gender of Observers F-15, M-15 F-17, M-27
Demonstrator Mother (Human) Robotic Agent
Stimulus Snake/Spider toy Virtual Alien Animal
Measurement Subjective -Likert Scale Subjective and Objective
Number of times observer
is exposed to stimulus
3 times
1st at 1 min,
2nd at 2 min,
3rd at 10 min
2 times
1st at 1 min,
2nd at 7 min
encounter challenges. An experienced agent that understands the subtleties and problems
of an environment can pass on information to newcomers, gained by previously explor-
ing this environment. We therefore envision situations when embodied artificial agents,
quite specifically robots, introduce humans to a new environment efficiently. For instance,
teaching humans about features and situations in the environment that are dangerous, and
others that are harmless, even if they may appear dangerous.
In order to closely follow the scenario above, the experiment that comes closest involves
a mother transmitting social information to a child about a novel stimulus in the environ-
ment as was described in Chapter 2.1.3 from Gerull and Rapee [35]. There are some major
differences between what we proposed for this second study and what was done by Gerull
and Rapee. First, grown adults do not necessarily react to surprising stimuli in a new
environment in a manner similar to how toddlers or infants react. For example, adults
may have inherent biases from previous experiences that might make them more or less
susceptible to either positive or negative actions. Second, adults are already used to a
large variety of different objects and experiences, so it can be difficult to create truly novel
stimuli that they previously have never encountered, making our task of replicating the
experiment difficult. Table 4.1 outlines the similarities and differences in our approach as
compared to [35].
In this study we are interested in understanding if social information (in this case affec-
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tive behaviour by a virtual robot) can spread to humans who share the environment with
the virtual robot. It is likely that the social transmission mechanisms involved are types
such as Observational Conditioning, Stimulus Enhancement and Response Facilitation, all
of which were discussed in 2. Figure 2.3 portrays the decision making process that allows
us to narrow down these mechanisms.
The study was planned to be completely online served as an immersive game environ-
ment to the participant who plays from a first person perspective. In order to design this
study, a novel stimulus in the form of an alien animal that appears after a certain amount
of time in order to startle the participant. A demonstrator in the form of a robotic agent
introduces the participant to the world and shows the participant around. The robotic
agent then encounters and reacts either positively or negatively to the animal, i.e. act-
ing in either a friendly manner or running away in terror, respectively. All the while,
the participant/observer watches the exchange without being able to move. The study
used a between-subjects design, i.e. participants saw either the demonstrator’s positive or
negative reaction.
In this context, and with reference to the Decision Tree in Figure 2.3, the effect is
stimulus specific, sensitive to the demonstrator’s actions, action specific, but not a novel
action sequence1. Thus, we are left with three possibilities to classify the social transmis-
sion that might occur in this study, namely, ORSL (Observational Response-Reinforcer
Learning), RF (Response Facilitation) + OC (Observational Conditioning) or RF + SE
(Stimulus Enhancement) which is the red box, second from left in Figure 2.3. In order
to differentiate between these 4 types of social transmission mechanisms, two factors are
important; whether the observer observes the demonstrator get rewarded for its behavior,
and whether this learning is S-S (Stimulus- Stimulus) or R-S (Response-Reinforcer).
Stimulus Enhancement (SE), Observational Conditioning (OC) and Response Facilita-
tion (RF) do not typically involve rewards2. Observational R-S Learning can therefore be
ruled out. This narrows down the possible social transmission mechanisms to either RF +
OC, RF + SE, just RF or SE. While this discussion is by no means complete, and more
information is provided once the results are explained later on, it does provide us with a
likely hypothesis about the types of social mechanisms at play.
1We assume that adult participants are fully capable of recognizing the demonstrator’s actions. Hence,
this effect is not based on a novel action sequence.
2There is some debate regarding usage of reward for OC, see [58]. However, OC combined with RF
may not necessarily involve rewards
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Figure 4.1: Alien Animal
4.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
A between-subject study was designed that aims to investigate the effect of a robotic
demonstrator on an observer3 in an unknown terrain, i.e. a virtual forest. The behavior
from the robot is shown as one of two affective states, positive or negative emotions ex-
pressed through body movements, portrayed by the robotic agent when encountering the
novel creature, henceforth called the alien animal. Note, in order to provide context for the
demonstrator agent’s skills, it is introduced as having prior knowledge of the environment,
which is new to the observer. Our research questions were as follows:
• RQ1: Does the perceived reaction (positive, negative) of the demonstrator (robot)
affect the observer’s (human participant’s) response? If so, to what extent?
• RQ2: Does the participants’ gaming experience or gender affect their responses to-
wards the creature? If so, to what extent?
Reviewing the available literature, we propose the following hypotheses:
3We use the word observer and participant interchangeably since in this experiment, the observing
agents are the human study participants.
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• H1 for RQ1: Distance of the participant to the animal in the positive condition
should be lower than in the negative condition. We expect participants in the positive
condition to have a more positive attitude towards the alien animal. For example, in
[35], children observe and infer the nature of the relationship between their carer and
the novel creature by recognizing disgust or fear, and replicating the same avoidance
behavior towards these creatures.
• H2 for RQ1: Participants in the positive condition should have a more positive and
less violent perception of the creature as compared to the negative condition.
For H1, data was collected in the form of objective position which included measuring
the position (in 3 dimensions in the game environment) of the participant and calculating
the Euclidean distance to the animal once every second. Data collection for H2 was through
subjective measures in the form of questionnaires of participants’ perceptions of the alien
animal.
4.3 Method
Since it was not possible to conduct in-person studies, due to COVID-19 based restrictions,
a virtual experience was designed to emulate real world conditions as best as possible.
The virtual experience was designed through Unity and served through WebGL to the
participants. We used Amazon Mechanical Turk to carry out this remote study. The
virtual environment is set in an unknown terrain (a forest). The game scene includes a
virtual robotic agent capable of two types of emotional body expressions (positive, negative)
portrayed by the robotic-like agent when subjected to a novel creature, with the robotic
agent being depicted as someone with experience in the environment through the game
narrative.
For the participants, the goal of the game is to collect spheres scattered around the
game world. The spheres were distributed around the environment in such a way that it
would not bias participants towards either moving towards or away from the alien animal.
The entire participant experience was divided into three parts:
• The pre-game Questionnaires: This includes some basic demographic information,
consent and general information regarding the game, the Ten Item Personality Ques-
tionnaire (TIPI) [39] and the Fear Schedule Survey (FSS) [5]. This was administered
using Qualtrics c© (2021 Qualtrics).
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Figure 4.2: Virtual Robotic agent used.
• The game experience included three levels:
– Level 1: Familiarization phase where participants get used to the game interface
using their keyboard and mouse on a PC/Laptop
– Level 2: Participants explore the area, looking for in-game rewards. The event
with social transmission where the robot reacts either negatively or positively
to the alien animal happens then. Next, the animal is removed from the game
(in accordance with the methodology followed in [35]). This level then continues
for another 6 minutes, to make sure there is no immediate emotional carry-over
to the next phase.
– Level 3: The participant starts the game at a position where they can observe
the alien animal directly. The alien animal remains at the same position and
does not move in space, it simply looks around. The participants can now
explore the area in the vicinity of the animal, as well as moving further away,
picking up resources. This level lasts 7 minutes before the game is bought to a
close.
• The post-game Questionnaires: A set of custom-made questions ask about partici-
pants’ experiences during the game, notably their perception of the alien animal, and
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Figure 4.3: Flow of Experiment 2
including a few questions as attention-checks. This questionnaire is also hosted on
Qualtrics.
The flow of the experiment can be seen in Figure 4.3. It is to be noted that the behavior
of the alien animal stays the exact same in both scenarios. The only part that differs is
the robot’s reaction to the animal.
The pre-game and post-game questionnaires consist of questions that have been detailed
in Appendix B. A preview of the game play is also given here.
This study was approved by the Office of Research Ethics and all the relevant parts
can be found in Appendix A .
4.3.1 Game Development
The game was designed with the Unity 2019 editor. Participants were asked to enter their
ID, and their in-game positions were recorded once every second. The game is hosted
through the Web Graphics Library (WebGL) format on Github pages. This allows the
game to be hosted remotely and to be playable on a web browser without the user having
to install any plugins, and multiple participants can play simultaneously. In-game data
is stored on an external online DataBase based on a MongoDB server on the cloud. The
WebGL platform can be seen in Figure 4.4.
4.3.2 Questionnaires
Two standardized and two custom-made questionnaires were included in the study and
administered through the University of Waterloo’s Qualtrics system, along with the ac-
companying consent form at the beginning, an explanation of the tasks, instructions to
play the game and a web page explaining the exact purpose of the game at the end of
the experiment. Custom-made pre-game and post-game questionnaires were completed by
participants. Attention check questions were used to address some of the issues regarding
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Figure 4.4: The WebGL interface that participants used to play the game
Amazon Mechanical Turk studies such as lack of attention or misrepresentation [51] (e.g.
Have you encountered the creature? How does the creature look like?). Other questions
concerned participants’ reaction to and perception towards the alien animal in relation to
what they observed from the virtual robot demonstrator (e.g. How did you perceive the
behaviour of the robot?).
4.3.3 Participants
A total of 49 successful participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Data
integrity was important since there was some technical data loss through the three levels
due to packet data loss for the participants’ position which was to be transmitted to the
MongoDB Atlas VM. In order to enhance the quality of the data collection, participants
were recruited with respect to specific metrics ( ≥ 96% completion rate for at least 50
previous tasks completed).
The participants were equally distributed to the two experimental conditions. However,
due to some participants failing the attention checks, the study finally had 27 participants
in the negative condition and 22 in the positive condition. Of the 27 in the negative
condition, 3 were excluded due to packet data loss regarding their location in-game. A
further 2 were excluded due to low quality of submissions. A low quality submission
was defined as the participant either standing at the same place for a long time (over 3
minutes of the total 6 minutes in the first level, hence showing inactivity), or answering
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the questionnaire by clicking on the same options for multiple questions. This left us with
22 participants for each condition, in total 44 participants, 28 participants self-identifying
as men and 16 as women, 19 to 55 years of age, with the mean age being 30.64, S.D. of 8.9
years, 32 gamers and 12 non-gamers.
4.4 Data
To understand the effect of social learning mechanisms on the participants, we collected
the data in the form of objective and subjective measures.
4.4.1 Objective Data
The objective data collected during the study in the second phase includes mean and
absolute distances 4 from the participant to the alien creature, the frequency of returns
of the participant (moving back towards) to the creature, and the time duration that the
participants took to their first return to the creature. A ‘return’ is defined as the participant
walking to a position where they can clearly observe the animal from a distance of 40 game
distance units. 40 is chosen as the cut-off since the landscape consists of hills near the
position of the creature where a participant might be behind one of them and therefore
not directly have an animal in their line of sight despite close proximity. These distances
are calculated for each participant in relation to the creature at different time points: 15
sec; 30 sec; 45 sec; 60 sec and 100 sec. Table 4.2 describes the normality tests that were
performed to determine whether a non-parametric or parametric test was required to test
for significant differences between the positive and negative conditions. Shapiro-Wilk tests
were performed to understand normality of the objective data. This test checks whether
a distribution is non-normal, i.e. if p<0.05, the data is not normal. If the data is indeed
non-normal, the Mann-Whitney U test was performed, and the independent-samples T-test
on the data that were normally distributed.
4.4.2 Subjective Data
The subjective data includes a question regarding the participant’s perception of the be-
haviour of the creature. The question that the participants were asked was: How did you
4For mean distance, we averaged the distance of a participant to the animal up to a certain time
interval, for example, 30 seconds. The absolute distance is the distance to the animal at that point in
time, for instance, at 30 seconds.
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Table 4.2: Mean and Absolute distances of participants to the animal at 15,30,45,60 and
100s. For Absolute distance at 60s, where the positive was normal and the negative non-
normal, the Mann-Whitney was used, since both distributions need to be normal for the
T-test. Here N- refers to Non-Normal, and N+ to Normal
15s 30s 45s 60s 100s
Mean
Positive p<0.05, N- p<0.05, N- p>0.05, N+ p>0.05, N+ p>0.05, N+
Negative p<0.05, N- p<0.05, N- p>0.05, N+ p>0.05, N+ p>0.05, N+
Absolute
Positive p<0.05, N- p<0.05, N- p>0.05, N+ p>0.05, N+ p>0.05, N+
Negative p<0.05, N- p<0.05, N- p>0.05, N+ p<0.05, N- p>0.05, N+
perceive the behaviour of the creature?. Two example responses were: ”I perceived the
behaviour as curiosity” and ”It seemed violent”. The responses of all the participants were
classified into three categories of perceived threat: Mild, High and None. Two indepen-
dent coders not involved in the study rated the responses of the participants according to
the three categories. Cohen’s κ was run to determine if there was agreement between the
rater’s judgement on whether the participants perceived high, mild or no threat from the
alien animal. There was good agreement between the two judgements, κ = .726 (95% CI,
.556 to .896), p < .001.
One other pertinent question asked in the post-game questionnaire was about the par-
ticipants’ reactions when they first saw the creature. This is in reference to Level 2 (see
Section 4.3) when the participants first saw the creature and the robot’s reaction to it. The
responses were one of [Run Away, Approach, Neither, Other] and this data was classified
as Nominal, and therefore the Chi-Square test was used with z-tests for post-hoc analysis.
How did you perceive the behaviour of the creature?
I perceived the behaviour as curiosity
It seemed violent
When you first saw the creature, what was your reaction?
I should run away
I should approach it
Neither
Other
Table 4.3: Relevant perception based questions for subjective data
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: a The mean distance of participants to the alien animal up until 30s, 45s and
60s, respectively, showed a significant difference between positive and negative conditions.
b The absolute distance of participants to the animal up until 15s and 30s showed a
significant difference between positive and negative conditions.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Mean Distance
To calculate statistical significance for mean distances between participants and the alien
animal, the Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences in mean
distance score between positive and negative conditions. Mean distance score at time point
30 sec, was statistically significantly higher in the negative condition (Mdn = 57.58) than
in the positive condition (Mdn = 48.40), U = 152, z = -2.113, p = .035, using an exact
sampling distribution for U (2-tailed). Similarly, at time points (for Mean distance) 45 sec
and 60 sec, a Welch t-test was run to determine if there were differences in distance score
between the positive and negative condition.
The mean distance for the participants from the creature in the negative condition was
higher (at 45 sec: M = 76.07, SD = 36.11; at 60 sec: M = 88.91, SD = 42.43 ) than the
participants in the positive condition (at 45 sec: M = 54.49, SD = 19.00; at 60 sec: M
= 62.64, SD = 21.12), a statistically significant difference was found for both time points
45 sec, M = 21.58, 95% CI [-39.31, -3.85], t(31.79) = -2.481, p = .019, d= -.52 (Moderate
effect) and 60 sec M = 26.27, 95% CI [-46.89, -5.65], t(30.80) = -2.6, p = .014, d= -.55
(Moderate effect).
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Figure 4.6: The histograms present the number of participants (y-axis) in a certain distance
range (mean distance up to a certain time) to the alien animal (x-axis). In general, it can
be seen that participants in the negative condition (orange) are more spread out and to
the right (further away from the animal) whereas participants from the positive condition
(blue) are not as spread out and favor the left side (closer distance to the animal).
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Figure 4.7: Exact distance (x-axis) participant/alien animal, and how many participants
were in that range (y-axis). While participants in both conditions at 100s and 60s are quite
spread out, from 45s and below, the participants in the positive condition (blue) are more
heavily skewed towards the left progressively. This shows they are closer to the animal
overall than their counterparts in the negative condition at that point in time.
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4.5.2 Absolute Distance
To calculate if there are any significant differences in the absolute distance between partici-
pants and the animal, a Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences
in absolute distance score between positive and negative conditions. The absolute distance
scores at time point 15 sec were statistically significantly higher in the negative condition
(Mdn = 56.36) than in the positive condition (Mdn = 46.75), U = 153.50, z = -2.078, p =
.037, using an exact sampling distribution for U (2-tailed). The absolute distance scores
at time point 30 sec were statistically significantly higher in the negative condition (Mdn
= 70.08) than in the positive condition (Mdn = 51.06), U = 175=4.00, z = -1.596, p =
.013, using an exact sampling distribution for U (2-tailed).
4.5.3 Perceptions of participants towards the behavior of the an-
imal
With respect to the first impression of participants towards the creature, a chi-square test of
homogeneity was run, with an adequate sample size established according to Cochran[18].
The two multinomial probability distributions were equal in the population, χ2(3) = 8.581,
p = .035. Participants in the negative condition were more likely to respond with ‘Run
Away’ (n = 19, 86.4% versus n = 12, 54.5%). Post hoc analysis involved pairwise com-
parisons using multiple z-tests of two proportions with a Bonferroni correction. Statistical
significance was accepted at p < .0125. With the Bonferroni Corrections, there were no
statistically significant differences in any of the cases. While the ‘Run Away’ response for
Positive vs Negative Condition is statistically significant without the Bonferroni correction
(χ2(1)=.021), with the correction this is still greater than .0125.
A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences in subjective
rating scores between positive and negative conditions for the question ”How did you
perceive the behavior of the creature?”. No significant results were found for either of the
raters’ scores between Positive and Negative conditions.
4.5.4 Gaming Experience
Mann-Whitney U tests were run to determine if there were differences in the distances
between Gamers in the positive and negative conditions. No statistically significant dif-
ferences were found for either Mean or Absolute distances. This was extended to Mann
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Whitney U-tests between gamers and non-gamers without regard for the condition they
came from. No significant results were found for this test either.
A Mann-Whitney U test was also run to determine if there were differences in subjective
ratings score between Gamers in the two conditions. No significant results were found for
either of the raters’ scores between the two conditions. Further, subjective rating scores
between gamers and non-gamers were also non-significant.
4.5.5 Effect of Gender
The Mann-Whitney U tests were run to determine if there were differences in the distances
according to gender. None of these data points for either Mean or Absolute distance were
found to be statistically significantly.
Further, the Mann-Whitney U test to determine if there were differences in subjective
rating scores between the self-reported Male and Female genders (no other genders were
reported) found no significant results for either of the raters’ scores between Male and
Female participants.
4.5.6 Frequency of return to animal
An analysis was conducted to understand whether participants engaged in searching the
area around the animal for rewards and returning to it. As before, the definition of ‘return’
was given as approach of participant to within 40 distance units, i.e. within observable
distance.
A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences in the num-
ber of times participants return to the animal in the Positive and Negative Conditions.
The statistic for frequency of returns was statistically significantly higher in the negative
condition (Mdn = 1, Mean Rank=19.27) than in the positive condition (Mdn = 2, Mean
Rank=25.73), U = 171, z = -1.722, p = .045, using an exact sampling distribution for U
(1-tailed).
4.6 Analysis & Discussion
It is essential to interpret the results detailed above within the context of the definitions
provided in Section 2.1.3 and understand if the results support our stated hypotheses within
the definitions laid out earlier.
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Figure 4.8: Row 1: The mean distance of participants to the alien animal up until 30s,
45s and 60s, respectively, showed a significant difference between positive and negative
conditions. Row 2: The absolute distance of participants to the animal up until 15s and
30s showed a significant difference between positive and negative conditions.
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4.6.1 Objective Measures for Positive & Negative conditions
A closer look at the histograms in Figure 4.8 provides an interesting trend where we observe
the distance of participants in positive condition (blue bars) to be less spread out and closer
to the animal (higher towards the left side of the histograms), which represents a lower
distance to the alien animal. This is visible more clearly for 30s, 45s and 60s in Row 1.
The differences in the mean distances can be seen more clearly in Figure 4.5a that shows
significant differences between the two conditions.
A similar trend emerges when we compare absolute distances between the two con-
ditions. Histogram bars in Row 2 of Figure 4.8 show that participants in the positive
condition are in higher numbers at shorter distances from the animal, i.e. there are more
participants closer to the animal in the positive condition for at least 15s and 30s. This
trend disappears as time stretches further. This means they tend to be closer to the animal
during the earlier stages than the participants in the negative condition. We hypothesize
that this is because participants start exploring the area more randomly in search of re-
wards as time goes on. The trend of significant differences between participants in the two
conditions is shown in Figure 4.5b.
One other point of interest is the result from the frequency of number of returns. This
frequency was calculated to provide an understanding of how comfortable participants felt
in searching for rewards closer to the alien animal. Assuming participants from the positive
condition return to the animal more often due to having been exposed to a prior positive
relationship, the 1-tailed test is significant. This confirms Hypothesis 1 for Research Ques-
tion 1, i.e. the distance of the participant to the animal in general is significantly lower in
the positive condition than the negative.
4.6.2 Subjective measures
The subjective data that was collected with respect to independent coders’ ratings of the
threat level that participants expressed towards the animal was non-significant. While there
is a difference between the means of the ratings given by the coders for the two conditions,
no significant results could be found. We hypothesize that this is due to hesitance among
participants to admit fear in general, and they may not agree that they felt frightened
even if their in-game behavior shows this. This means that Hypothesis 2 for Research
Question 1 cannot be verified. Overall, while the results suggest that there is an effect
of the demonstrator’s (robot) reaction on the participant, these results are not significant.
We consider subjective data to be supporting data, and secondary to the objective data.
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4.6.3 Gender and Gaming Experience
A close look at the relevant Sections regarding previous gaming experience and effect of
Gender in Section 4.5 show us that neither gender nor prior gaming experience made a
significant difference in participants’ attitudes towards the alien animal. Since no differ-
ences can be found between gamers and non-gamers for either the subjective or objective
data, our data suggests that gamers and non-gamers have a similar experience in our study.
Furthermore, gamers in the positive and negative conditions also do not seem to have had
a very different experience. This is suggested by neither the objective nor subjective data
for the positive or negative conditions being significantly different.
4.6.4 General
Taking the three types of objective data measures together suggests that participants in
the positive condition tend to stay closer to the animal, and the only difference between
the games played by participants in the two conditions is the type of reaction to the
demonstrator.
With this in mind, referring back to the literature in social transmission among humans
and other animals, Heyes’ definition of Stimulus Enhancement [41], where an observer
observing a stimulus at time t1 causes an observable change in the observer’s behavior at
time t2, is satisfied. Further, it can be argued that the observer participants are exposed to
a stimulus relationship (fear or positive reactions towards a stimulus, i.e. an alien animal)
at t1, which then leads to a similar manner being adopted by the observers at t2, thus fitting
the definition of Observational Conditioning as well. To provide support that Response
Facilitation has happened, we have to show that the probability of an observer doing the
exact same thing that it saw the demonstrator doing must increase. Two problems can
arise while trying to conform to this definition. First, we cannot calculate the probability of
adoption of the same action because we must first define what the ‘same’ action is. Second,
we must demonstrate such a probability increases, which we cannot do since the repertoire
of actions that the participant can take through the game is very limited. Hence, it is
difficult to provide support for RF through our online experiment, and so this theoretical
issue remains inconclusive and has to be investigated in future research.
Of particular importance to theories of fear acquisition, negative stimuli pairing created
a negative impression that lasted over 6 minutes, which was the time given between Level
2 and Level 3. This means that the effect lasts at least 6 minutes and does not simply
disappear after the initial appearance of the alien animal.
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As a comparison to the earlier study by [35], this study suggests the effect of Obser-
vational Conditioning and Stimulus Enhancement to last at least 6 minutes instead of 10
minutes in the earlier paper. The sample size for this study includes adults instead of
children, is more numerous (44 versus 30), and is virtual in nature with an artificial agent
as a demonstrator.
4.7 Limitations and Future Work
The study is limited in nature for two reasons. First, it is very difficult to find other studies
in human-human social transmission that can be replicated for Human Agent Interaction
where the agent is artificial. Therefore, the scope is limited to suggesting that such types of
social transmission are detectable and quantifiable. Second, while original plans to conduct
this study were in person, the complete halt of in-person activities during COVID-19 forced
this study to be conducted online.
Therefore, these two limitations become scope for future work, i.e. the goal would be
to conduct in-person experiments with real robots for human-robot interaction in order to
verify the results gained in this remote study, and also to expand the studies to further
incorporate other types of social transmission mechanisms. Certain other limitations in
this study include unequal sample sizes regarding gender and gaming experience, which
again was due to limitations of using crowd-sourcing methods, however, taken care of by
the chosen statistical tests.
While two experimental conditions were studied here, it would also be desirable to
compare these two conditions with a neutral condition. While we drew inspiration from [35]
who compared only the positive and negative conditions, others [53] utilize the approach
with a neutral condition as well. Finally, variations of the virtual environment, tasks, and
the nature of the demonstrator (e.g. whether a robotic or human-like or animal-like agent)
could be studied further. All of these factors make for exciting possibilities to conduct
future work.
4.8 Conclusion
An online study was designed to understand if simpler forms of social learning (i.e. simpler
than imitation) can be observed between artificial agents and human participants being
present in a virtual, game-like experimental environment. Results from objective and sub-
jective data collected during the online game, which was carefully designed to perform
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stimulus pairing, point towards successful social transmission between a robotic virtual
agent and human participants of information utilizing a mixture of methods, as identi-
fied in the literature as Observational Conditioning, Stimulus Enhancement and possibly
Response Facilitation. The study closely emulates work done previously in the form of
mother-child interaction, [35], and to some extent, human-animal interaction [53]. Neither
gender nor previous gaming experience seem to play any significant role in the efficacy of
social transmission of information in our study.
The study, to the best of our knowledge, is a novel approach in the field of Human
Interaction with Artificial Agents, inspired by, and trying to replicate, as much as possible,
experiments in behavioural sciences. Further, studies with in-person participation and real




L’homme n’est rien, l’oeuvre –
tout, translated to ’The man is
nothing, the work — all’.
Gustave Flaubert’s letter to
George Sand, Dec. 1875
For the concluding phase of this thesis, it is good to refer back to Figure 1.1 and go over
the objectives once again. The intended goals of the thesis were to explore social learning in
multi-agent robotics. The first study used robots as the target of social transmission. In the
second study, a human participant was the target of the social transmission with the robot
reacting in a certain way to a stimulus. For study 1, we utilized Local Enhancement and for
the second, a combination of Stimulus Enhancement and Observational Conditioning were,
according to the literature, the most likely candidates of social transmission occurring.
5.1 Summary of Findings
Here, we have a second look at the research questions and hypotheses of the two studies
with brief answers to how those were addressed in this thesis.
5.1.1 Study 1
The research questions (RQs) were defined as follows:
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RQ1 : How does the performance of social exploration in robots compare
to asocial exploration under time constraints?
with the Hypothesis
H1 : Based on social learning theory, a simple social learning mechanism, when infused in
a multi-agent robot society, should perform better than simple asocial explorers.
While we did find significant differences between the reward cache locations discovered
for asocial exploration and social learning, the answer is not simply that social learning
performs much better. Because we determined that social learning, in our case LE, is a
feature that can be switched on or off, there are various degrees of social learning and for
what was defined as critical and conditional learning, the number of reward cache locations
foraged was higher on average for most cases, but not significantly so.
It is also worth questioning how much better social learning does when compared to
asocial exploration. Tables 3.2 and 3.6 show the means and significant differences between
social and asocial exploration. Figure 3.6 then shows the rate of return of robotic agents to
one of the reward cache locations in order to get more food / fuel and continue their search
for more reward locations. First, at lower reward densities i.e. 5 and 10, social learning
produces 2.067 and 2.667 rewards on average respectively, while spiral asocial exploration
produces 1 and 2.2 reward locations respectively according to 3.2. The percentage of
reward caches located on average by an agent is therefore 41% and 53% respectively for
social learning, and 20% and 44% respectively for asocial exploration.
Specific to social learning then, 3.6 shows that for those low reward density situations,
robots are then able to reach a reward cache location within 400 iterations 36.67% and
43.3% of times. While LE tests for asocial exploration were not performed because LE does
not make sense in an asocial context, we can see that social exploration does make a large
difference for ’harsher’ environments where cache locations are not as widely available.
We are therefore able to confirm Hypothesis 1.
RQ2 : How does the performance of group exploration in social and asocial
exploration scenarios compare under conditions of varying amount of rewards?
Group exploration under varying reward densities was of great interest to us since at
lower reward densities, groups of primates behave very differently from when they realize
that the environment is rich with rewards / food. For the groups of robots investigated here,
social learners performed much better, sometimes significantly better, at higher reward
densities (20, 30, 40 and 50). For lower reward densities, social learners performed better
than asocial explorers, and while the differences were not significant, they are enough to
let social explorers survive for longer. Table 3.2 gives the mean number of locations that
were foraged / discovered for these experiments.
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One point of interest for RQ’s 1 and 2 is the consistent observation that critical and
conditional learning do not discover locations at a significantly higher rate than asocial
explorers. This is further confirmed for RQ3 as well.
RQ3 : What are the effects of learning socially first (critical learning) as
compared to learning socially later (conditional learning)?
Hypothesis 2 (H2) : Critical social learning should perform better than conditional
social learning in a stable environment (where reward locations do not change often) when
primary reward density is low. This follows from the discussion in Chapter 2.3.2 and from
earlier studies conducted by [60] and [57].
Comparing the mean number of rewards foraged, neither type of social learning seems to
have outperformed the other, and the mean values for both are the same. Here, H2 is also
rejected, i.e. critical learning does not perform any better than conditional learning. We
believe this is due to the reason that the environment is stable and for reward caches, neither
the locations nor the values of the cache change. While [60] is able to provide information
on what happens when agents under social learning explore unstable environments, they
do not explicitly talk of either critical or conditional learning in unstable environments.
This is therefore an important avenue for future investigation.
5.1.2 Study 2
The research questions asked for study 2 were:
RQ1: Does the perceived reaction (positive, negative) of the demonstrator
(robot) affect the observer’s (human participant’s) response? If so, to what
extent?
H1 for RQ1: Distance of the participant to the animal in the positive condition should
be lower than in the negative condition. We expect participants in the positive condition
to have a more positive attitude towards the alien animal. For example, in [35], children
observe and infer the nature of the relationship between their carer and the novel creature
by recognizing disgust or fear, and replicating the same avoidance behavior towards these
creatures.
Distance measures were taken at instances of time, i.e. at 15s, 30s, 45s, 60s and 100s.
Two calculations were made with these distances. Absolute distance measures the exact
euclidean distance of the participant to the animal at that point in time. Mean distance
is the calculation of mean distances of the participant up to that point in time. Both
measures show that there are significant differences between participants and the animal.
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For the mean distance measure, which is considered more reliable due to the fact that
it averages the distances up until a point in time, distances at 30s, 45s and 60s as shown
in Figure 4.5a are significantly different. We believe the other distances are not significant
because at 15s, participants are still deciding how to react, or have begun reacting in a
specific manner but the differences are not significant, and at 100s, the participants either
become curious towards the animal, or simply go back to searching for the resources, which
is their primary objective. It is to be noted that the distance measure in the Figure at
100s is lower for the blue bar (positive condition) and higher for the orange bar (negative
condition), which means the effect can still be seen, but it is just not significant.
The absolute distance measure is considered less reliable because regardless of the
participants’ reactions, they might at that instant be either too close or further away from
the animal. Regardless, it is still an objective measure, and shows significant differences
at 15s and 30s. While absolute distance at both 45s and 60s show major differences, and
the blue bar is still lower than the orange bar, the differences are not significant.
We can therefore say that the objective data points towards social learning taking place
in-game.
H2 for RQ1: Participants in the positive condition should have a more positive and
less violent perception of the creature as compared to the negative condition.
Chapter 4.5.3 provides more details about the significance tests run on the perceptions
of participants towards the animal in the two conditions using two questions (listed in
Table 4.3). In short, no significant differences were found between the negative and positive
condition, which means Hypothesis 2 was not confirmed.
RQ2: Does the participant’s gaming experience or gender affect their re-
sponses towards the creature? If so, to what extent?
No supporting evidence was found for any differences between the two genders (as self-
identified by participants) in the positive or negative conditions, nor was there any proof
that their previous gaming experiences were a factor in their decision making. While the
differences might be there, we believe the number of participants required to observe this




The goals and contributions of this study were to establish social exploration is more
optimal manner of exploration in a foraging scenario where a group of robots might depend
on each other to identify locations of reward caches that help them survive.
One of the other goals of the study was to try to accomplish autonomy for robotic
agents using Local Enhancement. The autonomy would be in the context of agents finding
reward caches at a location (either asocially or socially) that hold multiple rewards (hence
the word cache) which they would consume one at a time as and how they were required
to keep themselves powered up.
Statistical analysis of robot exploration of the two types shows significant differences at
larger reward density scenarios. While differences between the two types are not significant
for lower reward densities, these differences are enough to make a large contribution and
keep the group of robots working for longer and to discover more reward locations.
We envisage the applications of the concepts and results of this study to help search
over large areas that are unmapped and unknown by multi-agent robotic systems. The
multi-agent system may or may not act socially and would require a degree of autonomy to
search for either constrained or low occurring resources, or specific targets in large areas.
5.2.2 Study 2
In general, with the conclusions made from Study 2, objective seems to support the hy-
pothesis that social learning does occur when participants learn to associate stimuli from
an experienced demonstrator. There is insufficient evidence to say the same with subjec-
tive data, but we believe the effect is present, just not visible with the current number of
participants.
However, since objective data is considered stronger due to it’s nature, we do strongly
believe that this study is the first to show social transmission of information between a
virtual robotic agent and human participants with observable effects. Further, this study
establishes certain objective measures through which these effects can be calculated. The
discussion in Chapter 4.6.4 also lends credence to this, and we utilize formal definitions
from the literature, specifically from [43] and [41] to establish indications of social learning
happening in the conditions that were described.
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5.2.3 Validity of online studies
Since the platform used for conducting Study 2 is entirely virtual (a game environment),
it is worth asking whether this study can be emulated in real world conditions, and how
close the study gets to evoking actual emotional responses from participants. The perti-
nent practical question being, can we compare emotional arousal in games to experiencing
emotions in the real world?
While there are different opinions about the extent of the human reaction to events in
digital media (including games and movies), [63] pointed out that the responses to media
events are remarkably similar to real world responses. While there is some agreement
that the immediate emotional response is very similar, the longer term effects might be
more blunted for virtual events. [15] asserts that previous experiences do play a strong
role in evoking emotional responses, especially from the real world, however in the virtual
world these are less intense than the same happening in the real world. [15] and [50] argue
that previous experiences may allow participants to cope with fear based scenarios more
effectively and allow a more balanced reaction towards these events.
Given the current trend of artificial agents playing increasingly bigger roles in human
society, understanding how these agents may influence humans is an important question
to consider.
5.3 Limitations and Future Work
Both of these studies are exploratory in nature, and therefore some important work remains
to be completed. Both studies were meant to explore concepts further using physical robots,
but had to be continued in an online mode due to restrictions from COVID-19.
Study 1
Firstly, Study 1 relies extensively on concepts of embodiment, i.e. the capacity of a
robot to individually sense reward cache locations and, if in the social learning mode,
to transmit or receive this information. How this can be done is an important detail
that needs to be resolved. While the study was conducted in an online manner, a real
time implementation would allow us to engineer details that allow local enhancement to
actually take place in real robots.
Second, the study was limited to 3 robots to demonstrate certain concepts. An impor-
tant future contribution is using more than 3 robots to establish rules for more realistic
number in a group of robots.
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Third, it is important to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of different types
of social learning, specifically critical and conditional learning in an unstable environment.
Unstable environments mean a changing density of reward locations, which is more realistic.
It also means reward caches can be exploited only to a certain extent and get exhausted
later. Under these conditions, the hypothesis would be that critical learning turns out to
be better.
Fourth, very simple rules that constitute other types of social learning, such as ’Copy
when uncertain’ or ’Copy when a conspecific has higher success rate’ can also be imple-
mented and tested on the above conditions.
Lastly, to tie all these ideas up, because the study aspires to look at foraging optimally
as a society, and not individually, game theory is a very promising avenue of investigation.
Currently, an individual agent shares locations only when it is programmed to do so.
However, ideally we would like for the robotic agent to have autonomy in decision making
on when to share reward cache locations in a cooperative manner while conserving its own
battery life. Since there are several ways of achieving a Nash Equilibrium, some approaches
tend to settle on a strategy that leads to an Evolutionarily Stable Strategy for maximal
reward as a group [25] [73] , whereas others take it as cooperative [73] or non-cooperative
game.
Study 2
An important future work is to extend the Positive and Negative conditions to include
a Neutral condition. This is because while Gerull and Rapee in [35] use a positive and
negative condition, some original work on Observational Conditioning by Mineka et al. in
[53] use the neutral condition as well.
Further, a comparison between a human demonstrator and the robotic demonstrator
already present will be able to tell us if there are any significant differences due to the
embodiment of the demonstrator.
Lastly, an additional condition that explores the experience of the demonstrator and
whether this factor has a difference on the effect of observational conditioning is also
planned.
All this extension needs to be conducted in a real-world environment, and conversion
of the scenario as described for Study 2 into something more realistic will have to be done
to create a stimulus. This would be one of the bigger challenges. We believe due to the
evidence presented from earlier studies in Chapter 5.2.3 that the metrics for evaluation of
social learning should match the ones we have found in these studies as well.
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Appendix B
Game Experience
As described earlier, the game experience for all participants was divided into three parts,




Figure B.1: Rights and Responsibilities of the Participant
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Figure B.2: Consent Form
Figure B.3: Entering the MTurk ID of the participant
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Figure B.4: Game Information that was given to the participants
80
Figure B.5: Pre-game questionnaire
81
Figure B.6: The Ten Item Personality Index
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Figure B.7: Instructions on how to play the game
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B.2 Game-play
The participants were then given the link to the study that took them to the WebGL
platform
84
Figure B.8: The robot can be seen being friendly towards the alien in the positive condition
85
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Figure B.10: The reactions of the robot in the negative condition, where the robot turns
and runs away in fear
Figure B.11: A bird’s eye view of the game world
87
B.3 Post-game Questionnaire





Figure B.14: Post Game Questionnaire for the Experiments
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Figure B.15: The Fear Schedule Survey, specifically the Fear of Harmless Animals Index
(ANI)
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Figure B.16: Robotic Social Attributes Scale
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Figure B.17: Debriefing the participant regarding the goals / objectives of the game, and




The code described here is a minimal representation of what is required to submit an
experiment on the Robotarium, and can also be found on Owais Hamid’s Github profile.
'''
Owais Hamid, 04/06/20
Robot 1 runs in sawtooth formation
Robot 2 runs in Spiral formation
'''
#Import Robotarium Utilities
import rps.robotarium as robotarium
from rps.utilities.transformations import *
from rps.utilities.graph import *
from rps.utilities.barrier_certificates import *
from rps.utilities.misc import *
from rps.utilities.controllers import *
from math import sin,cos
import numpy as np
# Experiment Constants
iterations = 6000 #Run the simulation/experiment for 5000 steps















for i in range(100):
angle = 0.2*i
x = (a+b * angle) * cos(angle) #Needs to be
between [-1.5,1.5]↪→






waypoints = np.array([x_c,y_c]) #(2,25)









waypoints_1 = np.array([t,pwm]) #(2,25)
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close_enough = 0.03; #How close the leader must get to the waypoint to
move to the next one.↪→
#Creating rewards with reproducibility
np.random.seed(0)
reward_x = np.random.uniform(-1.5,1.5,50)
np.random.seed(1) #Create 50 x_coord for reward
reward_y = np.random.uniform(-0.9,0.9,50)




#Limit maximum linear speed of any robot
magnitude_limit = 0.15
# For computational/memory reasons, initialize the velocity vector
dxi = np.zeros((2,N))
# Initial Conditions to Avoid Barrier Use in the Beginning.
initial_conditions = np.array([[0,0.5,0.3],[0.5, 0.3, 0.1],[0, 0.2, 0.6]])
# Instantiate the Robotarium object with these parameters
r = robotarium.Robotarium(number_of_robots=N, show_figure=True,
initial_conditions=initial_conditions, sim_in_real_time=True)↪→
# Grab Robotarium tools to do simgle-integrator to unicycle conversions
and collision avoidance↪→
# Single-integrator -> unicycle dynamics mapping
_,uni_to_si_states = create_si_to_uni_mapping()
si_to_uni_dyn = create_si_to_uni_dynamics(angular_velocity_limit=np.pi/2)









# Plot Graph Connections
x = r.get_poses() # Need robot positions to do this.
r.step()
for t in range(iterations):
# Get the most recent pose information from the Robotarium. The
time delay is ~ 0.033s↪→
x = r.get_poses()
xi = uni_to_si_states(x)





dxi[:,[0]] = agent1_controller(x[:2,[0]], waypoint)
dxi[:,[1]] = agent2_controller(x[:2,[1]], ws)
if np.linalg.norm(x[:2,[0]] - waypoint) < close_enough:
state = (state + 1)%100 #the denominator needs to
be the len(waypoint array)↪→
if np.linalg.norm(x[:2,[1]] - ws) < close_enough:
state_1 = (state_1 + 1)%25 #Same with the
denominator here↪→
#Create reward extension scenario












#Keep single integrator control vectors under specified
magnitude↪→
# Threshold control inputs
norms = np.linalg.norm(dxi, 2, 0)
idxs_to_normalize = (norms > magnitude_limit)
dxi[:, idxs_to_normalize] *=
magnitude_limit/norms[idxs_to_normalize]↪→
#Use barriers and convert single-integrator to unicycle commands
dxi = si_barrier_cert(dxi, x[:2,:])
dxu = si_to_uni_dyn(dxi,x)
# Set the velocities of agents 1,...,N to dxu
r.set_velocities(np.arange(N), dxu)
# Iterate the simulation
r.step()
#Save all reward locations foraged in an npy file. These are retrieved
from the Robotarium after the experiment. Call at end of script to
print debug information and for your script to run on the Robotarium
server properly
↪→
↪→
↪→
reward1_loc = np.unique(reward1_loc,axis=0)
reward2_loc = np.unique(reward2_loc,axis=0)
np.save('reward1.npy',len(reward1_loc))
np.save('reward2.npy',len(reward2_loc))
r.call_at_scripts_end()
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